
Abstract

For decades, Northern Nigeria has been ra�led by recurrent religious and 
ethno‐religious conflicts mainly in the form of urban riots and these have pi�ed 
Muslims against Chris�ans or vice‐versa and there have also been 
confronta�ons between different Islamic sects. The trend of violence 
associated with these conflicts are said to be a reflec�on of level of intolerance 
among the major religious ethic group or sects in the region.However, this 
spiral conflict seems to have been generated by the poli�ciza�on of religious 
iden��es in contemporary Nigeria has also become ferocious and alarming in 
the past twenty‐five years. Beginning from the 1980s, religious violence has 
come to occupy the centre stage. The ubiquity of religious violence is at tested 
to by the sheer drama�c rise in the incidences as well as savagery and violence 
of destruc�on of lives and property that have accompanied them and the 
palpable tension and animosity it has generated in the rela�onships between 
different religious groups in the country (Egwu, 2001: Ayinla, 2005). The 
country has also recorded very bizarre experiences in the domain of religious 
violence embracing three broad types iden�fied by Ikengah Metuh (1994): 
intra‐religious disturbances which occurred between different denomina�ons 
or sects, inter‐religious conflicts prevalent between adherents of different 
religious beliefs, but capable of assuming socio‐ethnic dimension, and inter 
religious conflicts which, though, have socio‐economic origin, end up in the 
form of religious conflicts. Some of the prominent examples included the spate 
of Maitatsine riots which ran between 1980 and 1984 in 'Yan Awaki ward in 
Kano, Bulumkutu near Maiduguri (1982), Rigasa in Kaduna and parts of Kano 
(1982) and in Jimeta, near Yola (1984). Others are the Funtua religious riots in 
1993, the Chris�an and Muslim disturbance in 1986 in Ilorin, the face‐off 
between Muslims and Chris�an at the University of Ibadan. The same year, the 
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Kafancan riots of 1987, and the Bauchi riot of 1991. It is es�mated that the 
Maitatsine riots in Kano in 1980 alone claimed about 4,177 lives, while that of 
Jimeta in 1984 and Rigasa in Kaduna 1992  led to 763 and 175 casual�es 
respec�vely (Ikengah‐Metuh, 1994: Ayinla, 2005: Ro�mi, 1996; Kuka, 2003: 
Muhammad, 2006). This paper intended to examine the concept of conflict, the 
conceptualiza�on of Religious conflict, and the theore�cal conceptual of intra‐
religious conflict andthe epoch of intra‐religious conflicts in northern Nigeria.

Introduc�on: The Concept of Conflict

Conflict has been variously reviewed by scholars though its origin comes from 
the La�n word 'confligere' which means to strike together, on the technical 
level of it is defined by Robert (2001) as “opposi�on among social en��es 
directed against one another”. According to him, “opposi�on” as the key word 
in this context when seen in contrast to “coopera�on”. If therefore follows that 
when people in a social milieu are not coopera�ng, then opposi�on either 
physical or psychological may be lurking around. Even when men do not 
cooperate with the environment by taking care of it, there exists basis of 
environmental conflict. It can therefore be posited that anywhere human 
being exist, conflict become in evitable.

Schmid (2000) over view conflict as the struggle over values or claims to status, 
power, and scarce resources, in which the aims of the groups or individuals 
involved are not only to obtain the desired values but to neutralize, injure, or 
eliminate rival. He further to expand it that conflict is “contests, compe��ons, 
disputes and tensions as well as manifest clashes between social forces. 
Conflict is a perceive divergence of interests or beliefs that the par�es current 
aspira�ons cannot be achieved simultaneously. In another discourse conflict is 
seen as the inten�onal mutual exchange of nega�ve sanc�ons, or puni�ve 
behaviour by two or more par�es, which may be individuals, coopera�on 
actors or more loosely knit quasi-groups (Schmid, 2000).

According to Chinese conceptualiza�on on the conflict, it as 'danger' + 
'opportunity'. For them, 'Danger' is near to 'violence' and 'opportunity' near to 
'challenge', the founda�on of crea�on. This implies that instead of denying or 
ignoring conflict, what we need is the apt understanding and analysis of 
conflict. This approach is based on the thesis that there is no viable alterna�ve 
to crea�ve conflict transforma�on (Galtung, 1996). From the above 
concep�on, conflict has been classified into five types: Ethnic conflict, Class 
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conflicts, Hosts-se�lers conflict, Environmental conflict and Religious conflict 
which is our main perspec�ve of discourse.

The Conceptualiza�on of Religious Conflict

A number of literatures have reviewed the conceptualiza�on of the religious 
conflict in broader sense. A religious conflict can therefore be assessing as a 
conflict involving believers of two different faiths or the same religious faith 
(i.e. among Chris�anity or Islam believers)for the purpose of domina�ng the 
other faith in order to expand one faith as the expense of other. Par�es in such 
conflict whip up religious sen�ments and use religious symbols to mobilize 
support. With this, it becomes easy to iden�fy a religious conflict. Therefore, it 
can be posited that there are actually religious conflict (Akinola, 2005).

Religious conflict has been described as the threat or actual implementa�on of 
acts which have poten�al capacity to inflict physical, emo�onal or 
psychologian injury on a person or a group of persons for religious ends. In view 
of that, the perpetrators of religious violence o�en represent or act in the 
name of a par�cular religious causes (Ayinla, 2005). According to Dogo 
explana�on of the objec�ves of religious conflict which include gaining 
recogni�on and freedom of worship and expression, conversion of non-
believers, reverge of injus�ce done to members of certain religious tradi�on, 
acquisi�on of land or property, poli�cal expediency etc. However, the means of 
achieving those goals are not jus�fiable. Being a form of poli�cal violence, 
religious uprising may take the forms of arson, vandalism, killing, sabotage, 
maiming and other opprobrious acts which tend to threaten poli�cal system 
(Ayinla, 2005: Jan, 2013)

Suleiman (2008) inden�fied the factors that lead to religious conflicts that 
include interference in the prac�ce of one's religious, misinterpreta�on or 
perceived misinterpreta�on and misrepresenta�on of a religion or text of it. 
Others are a�empt to impose religious or religion prac�ce on others, the 
manifest or perceived hatred of the other faith were part of the central 
dilemma and the manipula�on of religion by elite (Suleiman, 2008).

From �me immemorial, religious bigots have a�empted to legi�mise violence 
in the name of God. Contemporary acts of extreme violence such as terrorist 
a�acks are o�en jus�fied as 'holy war fare'. In the past two decades, religion 
has been at the centre of most violent conflicts around the world, thereby 
gaining notoriety as one of the prime security challenges confron�ng the world 
in the wake as the Cold War (Issac, 2012).
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On Intra‐Religious Conflict

On a strictly theological basis, it is difficult to define what would be considered 
intra or inter-religious dis�nc�ons. Some theologians like Linda (2002), Wooli 
(2003), Michael (2003) and Huiszer (2003) were of the view that within 
religious there are denomina�ons and fac�ons that may or may not view 
themselves as part of a broader whole. For example, is the violence in Northern 
Ireland between the Protestants and Catholic or between Shiite and Sunnite in 
the Middle East, an instance of Intra or inter-religious violence? For instance, if 
one perceives these to be simply denomina�ons within Chris�anity as a 
religion or Shiite and Sunni as the same sects, then this conflict would be 
iden�fied as an example of intra religious violence. However, if one iden�fies 
Protestan�sm and Catholicism or Sunni and Shiite as dis�nct religious, then 
this conflict would represent an instance of inter-religious violence. Therefore, 
for the purpose of the current analysis, defini�ons with be based on 
internalized percep�ons of group membership the dis�nc�on between “US” 
and “THEM”. The simple argument here by theologies is that, the group with 
which an individual iden�fies referred to as that person's in-group. Conversely, 
intra-religious hatred consists of the nega�ve a�tudes formed by in-group 
members about out- groups; intra-religious violence will be defined as 
aggressive behaviour between in- group and out- groups (Gordon, 1967).

Staub (1989) and Rummel (1996) have examined extensively about the 
underlying root condi�ons and causes of mass violence as the religious may be. 
The percep�on they made in-group model is that, these theore�cal models 
can be combined to create an interac�ve model of mass violence that can be 
u�lized to assess the risk for 'in-group' fomenta�on of hatred and 'out-group' 
directed violence factors included in this model are group cultural history, 
social, psychological factors, situa�onal factors, and the path of violence 
including the role of s�gma�za�on, dehumaniza�on, moral exclusion, 
impunity, and bystander interac�ons (Wallimann et al, 1998). In their reviews, 
they tes�fied that many religions have within their histories a pa�ern of 
glorifica�on of violence such as Art, mythology, and oral history include 
representa�ons of this glorifica�on as a holy ba�le between the forces of good 
and evil.
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The Epoch Of Intra‐Religious Conflicts In Northern Nigeria

Qadiriyya versus Tijjaniya

Intra-religious conflict in Northern Nigeria is an old phenomenon that is deeply 
embedded into the ideology and theology of the two main branches of Islam as 
well as in various aspects of rela�ons between the sects. The two oldest sufi‐
Tarigah in the Western and Central Bila-al Sudan are the Qadiriyyah and the 
Tijjaniyah. Historically, the Qadiriyyah was founded in Baghdad during the 
twelve century by Abu Muhammad Abdul Qadir al-Jelani (d. 1166). Having 
spread its wings over large tract of areas, it reached West Africa probably 
during the sixteenth century. In Hausa land it was believed to have been 
introduced by Abdel Karim al-Maghili and the Jihad leaders during the 
nineteenth century are believed to have been followers of the Qadriyyah 
Tariqa ('Yandaki,1990).

In historical epoch, the Tijjaniya Sufi-brotherhood was founded by Sharuf 
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tijani in 'Ainmadi in Morocco (North Africa) 
previously in 1781, following a vision he had of Prophet Muhammad in which 
he was instructed to establish the Tijjaniyah Tariqa without any reference to 
the previous Sufi orders. Having spread into wide areas, it steadily gained 
adherents �ll it reached the Western and Central Sudan, due to the efforts of 
Al-Hajj Umar b. Sa'id Al-Fu� who transformed its role of the hitherto quietest 
order into a militant movement which produced an Islamic state, the first of its 
kind to be based on a SufiTariqah. By mid-nineteen century it was already 
threatening the dominance of the Qadiriyyah. This development on the other 
hand, galvanized the Qadiri leader Shaykh Ahmad al-Bakkay who deemed it a 
duty on himself to condom the Tajjaniya order and defend the interest of 
Qadiriyyah ('Yandaki,1990).The conflict, expanded to a ques�on of whose 
Shaykh was most supreme and whose concep�ons, citanies or means of 
approach to Allah were most potent. Quarrels were also extended to Salat, 
(Daily Prayers), on crossing the hands at prayer (usually the prac�ce of Tijjaniya 
adherents) and leaving hands to hang loosely (a prac�ce by the Qadiriyyah 
followers). The two prac�ces are known as Qab du and Sadlu ('Yandaki, 1990).

The disputes between the two Sufi orders expanded even during the colonial 
era when Qadiriyya as the ruling aristocracy in Sokoto aligned with the colonial 
rulers, its members were increasingly accused of collabora�on, amassing 
power and wealth and condoning decadent Western influences. In reac�on, 
leaders in different parts of the region began to align with Tijjaniyya, a�racted 
by the brotherhood's apparent an�-colonial and an�-Western stance. Ini�ally 
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the tensions between the two orders were confined to scholars and the 
poli�cal elite. However, by the early 1940s, as Ibrahim Nianss, the highly 
influen�al Senegalese Tijjaniyya leader and his ally, late Emir Muhammad 
Sanusi of Kano, began to transform Tijjaniyya into more influen�al mass 
movement with extensive poli�cal and economic networks, the conflict grew 
into direct confronta�on (Lovejoy et al, 1990: Crisis Group, 2010). The conflict 
transformed into poli�cal one, because the 1951 elec�on greatly increased the 
poli�cal importance of both orders, as two poli�cal par�es, the Northern 
Element Progressive Union (NEPU) and the Northern People's Congress (NPC) 
competed for their allegiance. As the bargaining power of the orders grew, 
being seen to have religious authority began to carry poli�cal implica�ons in 
Sokoto where the  Qadiriyyah felt par�cularly challenged by what they saw as 
an aggressive Tijaniyya presence, the two clashes several �mes in the mid-
1950s. In spite of these developments, caliphate influence remained strong. In 
the run-up to independence, the main poli�cal party, the NPC, was 
predominantly Hausa-Fulani elite organiza�on led by Alhaji (Sir) Ahmadu Bello, 
the Sardauna of Sokoto. Although there was another party which was  younger 
and more radical elements, seeking to free the 'TALAKAWA' (commoners) 
from the oppressive hold of the 'SARAUTA' (aristocracy) broke away to form 
the NEPU, it was the NPC that led the region when the country gained 
independence in 1960 (Interna�onal Crisis Group, 2010).

Izalah versus Sufi 

Another intra-religious conflict that took a stage was between Sufi blocs (i.e. 
Tijjaniyya and Qadiriyyah) and the Izala movement which preach on 
eradica�on of innova�ons in religious prac�ces and establishment of Sunnah. 
It is the most ac�ve propagandist of Islam in Sokoto metropolitan which seek to 
eradicate all the stains and spots from the beau�ful face of Islam. The conflict 
started to emerge when Izalah condemned many aspects of Sufi orders such as 
venera�on of saints and belief in their intercession, the gains in socio-
economic aspect  in the ins�tu�on of marriage, naming ceremonies and those 
associated with deaths burial and other ceremonies were all condemned 
(Tukur, 2002).

One of the core issues which heightened the tension between Izalah and Sufis 
orders was the issue of salatul‐fa�hi which was wholeheartedly rejected by 
Izalah and condemned it as infidel (Kufru). Due to that, the situa�on reached to 
its peak, because neither the Izalah nor Qahiriyya or Tijjaniyya joint either 
congrega�onal prayer or observe daily prayers together. In fact, each 
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cons�tuted his separate mosque for their daily worship. This confronta�on 
had taken a new dimension to extent that it reached to a counter a�acking the 
Izalah by the two groups of  Qadiriyya and Tijjaniya which come together to put 
a joint forces and defense against their common enemy. In some place 
preachers were driven away or stoned. At the same �me lynching was 
a�empted or done. For instance, in 1978 Alhaji Aliyu Muhammad Imam was 
reported killed while preaching and in November 1979 two people were 
lynched by a mob ac�on while preaching against Tariqahs in Danja village in the 
present Katsina state. Abubakar Gumi was himself stoned in 1982 in Kano,.This 
differences in terms of beliefs, ideology and theology, is no doubt, remain �ll 
present predicament the main source of conflict without tangible solu�on to 
it.The intra-religious conflict in Northern Nigeria is largely ideological or 
doctrinal. This cuts across all the religious sects and always raises tension 
among the die-heart followers of various sects. For instance both Tariqa and 
the Sunni derive their roots in the Qur'an and the Prophet tradi�on, doctrinal 
disputes seriously exists between the two sects (Jumare et al, 2013:'Yandaki, 
1990).

Sunni versus Shi'ah

Indeed, major cardinal principles of intra-religious conflict in Northern Nigeria 
rooted in differences between Muslim sects and many of these have been 
known to result in violence. Most of the conflicts, in some occupa�on, have 
always been between the Shiites and the Sunnis and they are cause by 
doctrinal variances on number of issues, one of which is the observa�on of the 
Ashra (martyrdom) day of Imam Husain, the grandson of the Prophet. Shiites 
are minority sect among Nigeria's Muslims, with sect gaining sway in the 
country during the 1970s in the a�ermath of the Iran revolu�on. On the other 

thhand, Nigeria's Sunnis have a root da�ng back to the 19  century with the 
Usman Danfodiyo Jihad. There is the need to understand the poli�cs of the 
rivalry and tension between these two sects. Shiism's ac�vism and martyrdom 
has provided an a�rac�on to many of Nigeria's Muslims who see tradi�onal 
Islamic religious in the country as being stagnant, while many other sects 
appear somewhat laid-back to challenges the Shiites, the Sunnis feel 
incomfortable with the Shiite fervour and persistent conflicts have ensued 
(Abiodun, 2014).

On August 9, 1996, verbal opposi�on turned, into violence in Katsina when 
Shiites groups clashed with other Muslims. This was followed a week later by 
another clash between the two groups which saw many houses burnt and 
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several people wounded. It was alleged that some Shiite ac�vist's 
confronta�onal methods provoked the violence. The groups broad cast their 
interpreta�on of Islam in Sunni neighbourhoods, organized city-wide 
processions, distributed pamphlets on city streets, and engaged in argument 
with Sunnis in Mosques and religious centers. Confronta�onal as their 
methods may be, Shiite religious zeal is mirrored all over Northern Nigeria. 
Qur'an readings and Sufi brotherhoods a�ract more and more par�cipants as 
corrup�on and the Northern economy worsen (Isaac, 2004, Abiodun, 2014).

In January, 2005, there was a major confronta�on between shi'ah and Sunni in 
Sokoto and it resulted in the death of many people. This violent also spilled 
over to April same year where more lives were claimed by the conflict. This 
crisis was further aggravated on June 2007 when solders and riot policemen 
were deployed to Sokoto following violence clashes erupted between Shiites 
and Sunni over the killing of Sheik Umaru Hamza Dam Maishiyya (a popular 
scholar in the Sokoto metropolis) at the Shehu's Juma'at Mosque in Sokoto. 
The scholar had been preaching against the doctrine of the Shi'ah sect. 
Immediately a�er the killing, mobs or miscreants torched at least 20 houses, 
with hundreds of people storming through four neighbourhoods of the city 
(Jumareet at, 2013: Abiodun, 2014). The a�empt by riot policemen to arrest 
Sokoto governor-general of Shiites, Mallam Kasimu Rinin Tawayye, galvanized 
his members to shoot two of policemen and as a result, solders were later 
dra�ed in and they eventually arrested the governor-general and about 90 of 
his followers at his residence in Kanwuri area in Sokoto(Nigerian Tribune, 
2007).

The Sunni-Shi'ah conflict is centuries old and deeply rooted as both groups 
claim to be the righ�ul successors to Prophet Muhammad and thus represent 
the properly cons�tuted assemblage of adherence. Their claims and demands 
for the recogni�on of their asser�ons present an in surmountable problem. 
Throughout the centuries the claims of Sunnis and Shi'ah to the origins and 
property of the Prophet's succession have been a source of open conflicts and 
skirmislies as well as in tense communal animosi�es. With regard to this, 
tensions between these two communi�es have recently escalated and 
acquired new dimension – each of the two main tradi�ons of Islam is now 
associated with a powerful states of  Saudi Arabia and  on the one hand Iran. 
They also represent grouping of coun�es linked through their version of Islam 
with two important clusters in the system of interna�onal rela�ons. Oil-rich 
Saudi Arabia which is also the home of two Islam's holy sanctuaries: Mecca and 
the blessed and Medina the radiant presents itself as the protector of Sunni 
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communi�es. Iran with its imperial history and determina�on to join the 
world's exclusive nuclear club sees itself as a guardian of the shi'ite groups 
wherever they are to be found. The expanse of this conflict extends through 
Africa, the MiddleEast to Asia, from Nigeria to Malaysia. Saudi Arabia's 
fundamentalist Wahabi doctrine contains a “virulent hatred” for Shiite, which 
is semi-publicly and privately o�en expressed with great hos�lity (Bogdan, 
2012).

This confronta�on is founded on the belief that each of these two fac�ons see 
itself as the true representa�ve of Islam, and the other contemptuously is 
considered as heresy. The confronta�ons o�en turn violent, even during the 
pilgrimage in Mecca and Medina, where – riots by shi'ite pilgrims, whom the 
Saudi suspects are ac�ng with Iranian encouragement, have caused hundreds 
of casual�es – (Bogdan, 2012).

Sugges�ons and Recommenda�ons

It is therefore appropriate in this paper to highlight some policy consola�on 
which, if implemented could play an important role in conflict management. 
The following policy considera�ons and paradigms are recommended and can 
be applied to various forms of conflicts or intra tribal, ethnic conflict, religious 
or poli�cal conflict. They also ba�le dialogue. It showed that even a�er figh�ng 
a ba�le, disagreeing par�es will s�ll come to a round table for dialogue. More 
o�en than not a�er such dialogues, regrets are expressed, the truth is unveiled 
and reconcilia�ons are finally made (Lateef, 2005). In Islam, dialogue as 
ins�tuted by Islam is to:

 Enhance Islah(peace and reconcilia�on) and avoid Shiqaq (breach or 
conflict).

 Encourage the establishment of truth in all cases, even when either 
par�es or all par�es to the dialogue see the truth from different 
perspec�ves.

 Discourage egois�c tendencies by enhancing logical argument and 
encouraging submission to superior logic, thus subduing ignorance in 
all its ramifica�ons.

 Allow the recogni�on of the posi�on of opposing groups and elicited 
accommoda�on of their views even when not accepted as seen in the 
cases of nego�ators against the prophet in the first two paradigms.

 Brew peace and amity in replacement of rancor, war and enmity.
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There is the need government to apply the reconciliatory approach which 
involves a process in which the third party tries to bring the par�es in conflict to 
agreement through improving communica�on between them, helping them 
interpret the issues that divide them, and exploring avenues toward a peaceful 
se�lement. Deep-seated conflicts necessarily require the systema�c 
replacement of nega�ve feelings and percep�ons with posi�ve one and 
thereby helping the par�es in conflicts discover some mutuality of interests, 
which would be capitalized on for resolu�on of the conflict.

Universal commitments, such as human rights, may play a crucial role in 
achieving na�onal consensus on basic values, especially among many religious 
liberals around the na�on. However, this may not be a sufficient common 
denominator for people who define their religiosity as opposi�on to universal 
values. Good conflict resolu�on strategy demands a method of reaching out to 
even the most intractable and parochial religious by engaging in a serious 
examina�on of values and culture.

The history of interfaith and mul�path interac�on should study from the 
perspec�ve of conflicts resolu�on management theory. There may be 
successful stages of interfaith interac�on that may be replicable and 
generalized to a wide range of global conflicts involving religion. There may 
also be a long history of interfaith blunders that may be avoidable with the help 
of a systema�c cri�que.

Conclusion

Indeed religious differences in whatever should not be the remoter of 
ins�ga�ng violence or conflict among the different religious beliefs or sects as 
barrier in ideology, theology and propaga�on cannot be totally avoided but 
only through dialogue such differences can be resolved. Conflict is inevitable 
and therefore Government in whatever capacity should not use or adopt 
confronta�onal and avoidance means in handling the conflict, because that 
will not solve the problem but only aggravated it. There must be a third party 
decision making in resolving the conflict. Religion should not be seen as an 
avenue for anyone or other group to create unwarranted situa�on to humanity 
but it should be a binding thing for crea�ng las�ng peace among en�re 
humanity. The cons�tu�on of our dear country (Nigeria) gave room for 
freedom of religion which is part of personal liberty for one to prac�ce and it 
does not specify which religion one to prac�ce.
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